DUX CARE INSTRUCTIONS

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING DUX®
Thank you for investing in one of our pieces of furniture.
This folder offers advice on the best way of looking
after it. If well cared for, DUX furniture just gets better
with age. It is an investment for the future.
Enjoy!

dux.com

HANDED DOWN WITH CARE
Our concept is to combine classic Swedish handcraft
and design with carefully selected raw materials. Each
piece of furniture is hand-made at our workshops in
the south of Sweden. Every sofa or chair we make is
individual, made according to the preferences of the
future owner. With the right care, your furniture will
age gracefully and beautifully and bring pleasure for
years to come. So you, too, can hand it down with care.

THE BASICS
Caring for your DUX furniture is pretty easy and doesn’t
really require much time. You should puff up the cushions
after use and air them regularly. Your furniture will also
benefit from vacuum cleaning and a dry wipe down but
don’t vacuum clean the cushions as this might disturb the
feather stuffing. Loose covers can be dry cleaned but you
should use an appropriate cleaner for leather cushions.
Whatever you do, always check the attached label.
Also, don’t place your furniture too close to a hot
radiator (natural materials don’t really like that type of
heat) and try to avoid direct sunlight which tends to
cause colours to fade.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARE – LEATHER

DAKOTA
Dakota is our finest aniline leather. Once it has
been dyed, it is heat-treated and waxed so that it
maintains its soft feel.
1. Clean the leather two to four times a year with a
special leather cleaning product, then impregnate
with a protective cream to give a smooth and dirtrepellent surface.
2. For waxed leather, use special Pull Up Cream. It
removes any scratches and other marks and gives
the leather a deep sheen. Remember to clean the
leather first.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARE – LEATHER

ELMORUSTICAL
Elmorustical is one of our finest leathers. This untreated
aniline leather is not only very comfortable but displays
all the natural properties of a hide such as scars, scuffs
and insect bites.

ELMOSOFT
Elmosoft is a soft and pliable semi-aniline leather. It is
robust, elegant and very comfortable and perfect for
public spaces as well as the home environment. The
marks from insect bites and scars from healed sores
add extra character.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARE
Leather needs to be looked after with care and
attention if it’s going to age gracefully and beautifully.
Clean the leather two to four times a year with a special
leather cleaning product, then rub in a protective
cream to give a soft, smooth, dirt-repellent surface
and maintain the colour.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARE – LEATHER

CLASSIC SOFT
Classic Soft is a corrected-grain, pigmented leather
which means that the hide has been sanded and buffed
and then embossed with an artificial grain to give a more
resilient and uniform finish. The appearance tends not
to change much over time but corrected-grain leather
still needs to be cared for to ensure long life. Clean the
leather two to four times a year with a special leather
cleaning product, then rub in a protective cream for a
soft, dirt-repellent surface.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARE – TEXTILES

TEXTILES
Our textiles come from some of the world’s most
famous manufacturing houses. Most of the textiles
will withstand normal washing but because the covers
contain other elements such as seams, zippers, and
fiber padding we recommend that you dry clean them
instead. You should also try to swap cushions around
and turn them regularly if you can.
Vacuum clean regularly using the cleaner’s special
textile attachment but don’t vacuum clean down and
feather-filled cushions as this might disturb the stuffing.
Also try to avoid direct sunlight. While all the textiles are
treated to maintain their colour, any material will fade
after prolonged exposure to sunlight.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARE – SHEEPSKIN

SHEEPSKIN
DUX uses high quality sheepskins and they require special
care. Dust and dirt particles often gather at the root
of the fleece and over time this turns in to an abrasive
mixture that will rub away the wool material. Sheepskin
furniture needs to be vacuum-cleaned regularly. Any
lose materials can be removed with a sticky-tape roller
(lint brush). Remove any marks at once with cold water
and then clean with a sponge, warm water and special
wool shampoo.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CARE – LINEN

LINEN
Linen is an eco-friendly natural fibre. Your linen covers
should be regularly vacuum-cleaned and then wiped
down gently with an ammonia* or soap** solution
using a well-wrung towel, and then dried with a wellwrung cloth that has been soaked in distilled water.
Remove stains or spills as soon as possible. Don’t rub
them but apply water and use a weak soap solution
if required. Rinse thoroughly and then use a dry, clean
towel to absorb any excess damp. Greasy marks should
be removed carefully using petrol.

* Ammonia solution:
Mix 1 tsp household ammonia (9%) with 3 dl of distilled water.
** Ammonia/soap solution:
Mix in one part soapy water with the ammonia solution.

GENERAL CARE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR LEATHER AND TEXTILES
LONG LIFE COMES FROM
LOVING CARE
If you need more advice, or even spare parts and
Don’t place the piece
of furniture close to a
source of heat.

Regularly vacuum
clean or brush with
a soft brush.

Puff up the cushions
regularly and turn them
now and then.

Avoid direct sunlight.

Use a dry brush
to clean.

Dry-clean textiles.
Follow the recommended
instructions for care.

other extras get in touch with DUX customer service.
Tel: +46 40-626 99 10
hello@dux.se | dux.com
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